Parental Engagement Working Party 2015-2016
This is the second year that we have run the parental engagement working party and we have some
new members. The first year was very successful and we saw some positive changes due to
collaborative working with parents and the school. The cycle begins in the summer term (although
this is under review)
In the first half of the Autumn Term I met with the parental engagement group to work through the
next stage of the process. I held three meetings (a morning, an afternoon and an after school session)
to make sure that I could talk to as many of our group as possible. Our first task was to go through
all of the not working well statements and the things important for the future from the
questionnaires and tried to cluster them together in themes.
We then voted on which of the groups we thought were most important at that time. We decided in
each meeting to look at one of the themes. Initially we looked at the root causes as to why we
believed that these things at the moment were not being achieved.
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We looked at what success would look like for all stakeholders if we got it right. Here is one
example.

Next we introduced three celebrity chefs and had to think about solutions based on their
personalities. Below are the pictures taken from each of the three meetings. It was
interesting that in two of the groups, similar themes were chosen as the most important to
look at.
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From all of this information we came up with some ideas and recommendations.



















Long Term going for Gold party award
Individual targets and rewards set by the child
Information pack for parents A-Z when children start school to explain all the
different rewards and sanctions (possibly year group specific)
More communication back home, texts, notes.
Crown of the day-picture on the board.
Vote on ultimate long-term reward for good manners and behaviour.
Recognition at the end of the year/week of consistent good behaviour.
Slips in diaries flagging something good/great or something to improve on.
Stamps in planners for good behaviour, reward eg extra playtime whilst others reflect
on what they can improve for the next week.
Faces (smiley, straight,frown) with notes when appropriate in diaries daily/weekly
Self-assessment from the children, what did you do well, what could you do to
improve?
A club for every child (more varied choice)
More competitive opportunities which include everyone.
Online reporting system, school gateway (like secondary) where parents can access
information at any time with regards to behaviour, achievement etc.
School record that goes throughout the school with the children that parents can
access.
Communication of progress to parents
Clear explanations of the variety of ways in which parents can contact teachers
Phone consultation rota for each parent who requests it.

The next step is to arrange a meeting between myself and Cathy to discuss some of the
ideas and recommendations so that an action plan can be put in place.

